Phase specific morphological changes induced by social experience in two forebrain areas of the zebra finch
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Abstract

We examined the changes of spine density in Golgi preparations of two different areas of the forebrain of the zebra finch, the ANC (Archi-Neostriatum caudale) and MNH (medial Neo-Hyperstriatum) during development, after transferring male birds from isolation to a social condition (exposure to a female for 1 week), and after a second isolation period. MNH and ANC are two of four brain regions which are strongly activated if a male bird is exposed to a female after some time of isolation. The results of our study can be summarized as follows. 1: a peak-decline trend is observed in ANC, but not in MNH. 2: rearing conditions do not affect the development of both areas until day 70. 3: from 80 days of age, isolation leads to reduced spine density within ANC, but to enhanced spine density within MNH. 4: short social contact after isolation diminishes or eliminates the effects of isolation by an enhancement of spine density in ANC and a reduction of spine density within MNH. 5: the effects of short social rearing after isolation are reversible within ANC, but not within MNH. We presume that the alterations of spine density, which are induced by changes in social conditions, are restricted to ages older than 70 days by hormonal factors. We propose that the complexity of the ANC neuronal net follows the complexity of the social environment, and that the level of arousal is the most important factor influencing the complexity. We further suppose that the reduction of spines within MNH is the anatomical manifestation of an imprinting process, which has been shown to occur in the same experimental situation as we used it in our study.
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1. Introduction

It is now generally accepted that environmental information contributes to the development of the central nervous system and can also change existing neuronal networks in adult animals. Principally, two different kinds of effects are observed: first, experience reduces the complexity of an existing network, and second, the complexity is enhanced. A reduction of neuronal connectivity has been shown in developing animals. Many brain areas show an initial increase of neuronal elements before or after birth, indicated for example by an increase in soma size, dendritic arborization, or density of dendritic spines [4,12,13]. After reaching a peak, the neuronal network is reduced drastically to the size also observed in adults [4,26,29]. This peak-decline trend is generally interpreted as a two step process, where first a redundant network is built, probably under genetic control [19]. The network is then shaped to its final form by a selection process, which preserves functionally effective synapses, but eliminates those which are not effectively driven by the periphery [10,20,42]. Evidence for such a selection process has been provided for example by experiments on the development of the neuromuscular junction [9,10], and of ocular dominance and orientation selectivity within the visual cortex [15]. The same idea has also been applied to imprinting, an early learning process in birds [1,2,41].

There is also ample evidence for the notion that experience can enhance the complexity of a given neuronal network. Rearing rats in an enriched instead of the normal laboratory environment, for example, results in an increase of neuronal elements of the visual cortex, indicated by an increase of the physical dimensions of the brain area, neuronal density and complexity, spine and synaptic density, or the increase of transmitter concentrations [18,32]. Social rearing, in contrast to isolated rearing, enhances
spine densities in certain brain areas of so different species as jewel fish [11] or zebra finches [33].

Regressive and instructive processes, based on external stimulation, are not necessarily mutually exclusive. It has been argued that both contribute to the development of a given brain area [3,31,35,39]. It may be that both processes are working simultaneously, but at a given time, one of the processes can override the other, thus leading to the observed reduction or increase of network complexity.

This selective up- and downregulation of the two processes indicate that they are (at least partly) independent from each other, and this in turn suggests that they may have different functions. Although this has not been examined in detail, a survey of the existing literature suggests that selective stabilization mechanisms are predominantly involved in developmental plasticity, shaping neuronal nets which are not easily altered after they have been established in the course of a sensitive period [43].

In contrast, instructive alterations of neuronal tissue due to environmental influences do not seem to be restricted to development, and often seem to be reversible [14,17,34].

We examined the changes of spine density in two different areas of the forebrain of the zebra finch, the ANC (Archi-Neostriatum caudale) and MNH (medial Neo-Hyperstriatum) during development and after transferring male birds from isolation to a social condition or vice versa. These areas are two of four forebrain regions which are strongly activated if a male bird is aroused, e.g. by exposing it to a female after some time of isolation [5,6].

We have already shown [33] that at least one neuron type within ANC increases its spine density when male birds, isolated from 40 days to 100 days of age, were transferred to a female for 1 week. The other brain area, MNH, has been described to be involved in acoustic imprinting in chicks [41]. Wallhäusser and Scheich [41] showed that the spine density of a neuron type similar to that described by us for ANC, is reduced by the imprinting procedure. Because there is strong evidence that imprinting occurs also in the situation described above, namely the first opportunity to court for a male which was isolated from independence until adulthood [8,23,24] we were interested in the question whether MNH showed also alterations of spine density after the 1-week exposure to a female.

2. Material and Methods

A total of 60 male zebra finches (Taeniopygia guttata castanotis) was used for this study. The experimental design is illustrated in Fig. 1. All birds were reared by their natural parents in aviaries. At 40 days of age, part of the males were socially isolated while the others remained in the aviary. Four birds of each of the following age groups were taken for the examination of spine density changes during development: 10, 20, 30, 40, 60, 70, 80, and 107 days of age from the socially reared animals, 60, 70, 80, and 107 days of age from the isolated animals.

For the second part of the study, four birds from the isolated group were exposed to a female from day 100 to day 107 and then processed for histology. Another four birds each were isolated for 1 or 4 weeks, respectively, subsequent to the exposure to the female, and thereafter processed for histology.

At the ages indicated above the birds were deeply anesthetized by a high dose of nembutal and perfused with 0.9% saline, followed by 4% formalin. One hundred μm coronal vibratome sections were made after processing the brains according to a modification of the Bubenaite Golgi method [22]. Because MNH and ANC can be defined exactly only in 2-DG images, we used other structures, which could be seen in 2-DG as well as in Golgi preparations, as landmarks. ANC neurons were measured in sections which also contained the song control nucleus RA (nucleus robustus archistriatalis). In these sections, we measured neurons which were located in the neostriatum dorsolateral to the RA. For MNH, another song control area (area X) could be used as a landmark. MNH neurons were examined in the area dorsal to area X, limited dorsally by the lamina hyperstriatica (LH) and ventrally by the lamina medialis dorsalis (LMD). At least five fully impregnated MNH and ANC type I neurons [33] (Fig. 2) from each bird were analyzed on drawings made with a drawing tube attached to a Zeiss microscope at a magnification of 1250× under oil. For the measurements, only those of the terminal sections of a dendrite were selected,
Fig. 2. Camera lucida drawing of an ANC neuron. Bar = 10 μm.

which were parallel to the surface of the slide. Terminal sections were chosen because earlier studies have shown that these are most strongly affected by experience [41,22,27,33]. The selected sections (20 for each bird) were marked during drawing and the number of spines/10 μm estimated with help of a graphics tablet.

Data collection was performed “blind”, that is, coded slides were not uncoded until all measurement had been made. For statistical analysis, the mean of all measurements was calculated for each bird. This value was used as the basis for further statistics. Differences between age groups and different rearing conditions were then tested by the Kruskal-Wallis H-test with subsequent U-tests. As the computed calculations of significance provided by most statistical packages are incorrect for n’s below 5, the significances (two-sided) were determined using a table provided by Siegel [36] for small samples.

3. Results

The results obtained in this study are depicted in Fig. 3. Fig. 3a shows the development of spine density of ANC neurons in aviary reared (solid line) and isolated birds (hatched line). Between days 10 and 20, a strong increase of spine density can be observed in the aviary reared animals (from 3.21 ± 0.95 to 5.58 ± 0.83 spines/10 μm). The density decreases slightly, but not significant, from days 20 to 30 (4.72 ± 0.68 spines/10 μm). A peak is reached at day 40 (8.51 ± 0.59 spines/10 μm). Thereafter, the spine density decreases significantly until day 70 (4.53 ± 0.15 spines/10 μm). At day 80, the spine density increases again (7.74 ± 0.36 spines/10 μm). This value is not significantly different from that measured in adult (107 day old) birds. Because the birds of the “isolated” group were not housed singly until day 40, the first measurement for this group
was obtained at day 60. At this day and day 70, the measurements do not differ significantly from those obtained in the aviary reared animals (day 60: 5.05 ± 0.16 spines/10 μm isolated, 5.91 ± 0.82 socially, day 70: 4.77 ± 0.15 spines/10 μm isolated, 4.53 ± 0.37 spines/10 μm socially). However, at 80 days, where in the socially reared birds a second increase in spine density is observed, the isolated birds do not show a change compared to 70 days of age. In 107 day old birds, the difference between socially reared and isolated birds is maintained (7.03 ± 0.62 spines/10 μm socially, 4.96 ± 0.14 spines/10 μm isolated; P < 0.028).

Fig. 3b shows the effect of exposing an isolated bird to a female for 7 days after day 100, and the effects of a second, 1- or 4-week isolation period thereafter. Exposing the birds to a female for 1 week results in spine densities similar to those obtained also in socially reared animals of the same age (7.31 ± 0.32 spines/10 μm in birds exposed for 1 week, 7.03 ± 0.62 spines/10 μm in socially reared birds). If the birds were isolated again, the spine density decreased again to the level observed in isolated animals (5.85 ± 0.27 spines/10 μm for 1 week of isolation, 4.88 ± 0.30 spines/10 μm for 4 weeks of isolation, both values not significantly different from the "isolated" level).

The effects of social rearing or isolation on the spine density of MNH are depicted in Fig. 3c. Obviously, the development of spine density of socially reared animals within MNH is different from the development within ANC. There is a significant increase of spine density between days 10 and 20, but thereafter, no significant change of spine density occurs until 107 days of age. Thus, adult levels are reached within MNH as early as 20 days, and no peak-decline trend can be observed as it was described above for ANC.

As within ANC, no significant differences were obtained between socially reared and isolated birds until day 70. However, at day 80, the spine density is significantly higher in isolated than in socially reared birds (isolated: 5.82 ± 0.25 spines/10 μm, socially: 4.41 ± 0.01 spines/10 μm; P ≤ 0.028). The difference increases until day 107 (isolated: 8.35 ± 0.45 spines/10 μm, socially: 5.79 ± 0.31 spines/10 μm; P ≤ 0.028).

Fig. 3d shows that the effect of a 7 day contact is also very different for MNH compared to ANC. The spine densities are significantly lower than those obtained for isolated animals of the same age (1W'9: 6.31 ± 0.55 spines/10 μm, isolated: 8.35 ± 0.45 spines/10 μm; P ≤ 0.028). The density is still higher than that observed in socially reared animals of the same age, but the difference is not significant. In contrast to ANC, the change of spine density is not reversed by the subsequent second isolation. There is even a trend towards a further reduction of spine density to the level of socially reared animals.

4. Discussion

The most interesting finding of our study is the phase specific, differential effect of isolation on ANC and MNH neurons, and the fact that the effects of social rearing can be reversed in ANC, but not in MNH. However, we start with a short discussion of the other findings of our developmental study.

As already mentioned above, a peak decline trend is interpreted as a developmental process by which functionally ineffective synapses are eliminated from an excess of connections which are built under genetical control. Possibly, such a selection process may occur between days 40 and 70 in ANC and may be absent in MNH. It is more probable, however, that selective and instructive processes obscure each other within MNH, while they are separated to a certain extent within ANC. Bischof and Herrmann [4,21] proposed on the basis of a study on the development of sensory and motor areas in the zebra finch that the interplay between regressive and instructive processes obscures the peak decline trend more severely in central compared to peripheral brain areas. This would mean that ANC is located more peripheral than MNH. Although the connections of both areas are at least partially known [7,40], the anatomical evidence is as yet not sufficient to substantiate this notion.

In any case, it cannot be the social component of external experience which leads to the reduction of spine density within ANC from day 40 to day 70, because isolation does not alter the spine counts during this time. It is obvious that both areas do not react to changes of the social environment earlier than 80 days of age. As yet, we can only speculate about the reason triggering the onset of sensitivity of the neuronal net of ANC and MNH, respectively, to social stimuli. Zebra finches become sexually mature around 70 to 80 days from hatching, and several sexual hormones like testosterone, oestradiol, or progesterone peak between 70 and 80 days [28]. It may well be that changes in the two areas are possible only if the hormonal level of the animal is high. Whether this enhancement directly affects the neurons of ANC and MNH, or whether the effect is indirect (hormonal enhancement induces a new social, namely sexual, interest in the bird, and thus a new quality of social interactions) has still to be determined. The most interesting finding of our study is the fact that isolation leads to spine density changes into opposite directions within ANC and MNH, respectively. The change within ANC is easily explained by the framework provided by other studies showing that a social environment enhances spine densities in certain brain areas [11,17,18]; if there is a lack of social stimulation, the spine density remains at the 70 day level. Our experiment with the 1 week exposure to a female shows that the
adaptation to the new environment is very fast, and the “second isolation” experiment shows that it is reversible: The complexity of the ANC neuronal net thus follows the complexity of the social environment.

The cause and function of such changes is discussed controversially. Enhanced locomotion, stress, hormonal changes, neurochemical alterations and learning has been made responsible for the brain differences found in animals reared in enriched compared to impoverished conditions [32]. We have indications from other experiments that enhanced arousal (induced by chasing) results in similar enhancements as observed by the exposure to a female [33]. We have also observed that the corticosterone level is enhanced during the 1 week exposure to the female (Oetting et al. in prep). In addition, the activity of ANC is enhanced by chasing as well as by courtship [5,6]. At present, we therefore favour the view that the enhanced level of arousal may be the most important variable inducing the increase of spine density within ANC. It has been shown that the amount of transfer of sensory information to higher brain areas is enhanced if the arousal of the animal is high [16,25]. Singer [37] demonstrated that the gating of sensory information takes place in thalamic relay nuclei under the control of the reticular formation. He proposed that this gating mechanism is responsible for the selection of those features of the environment which lead to plastic changes within the brain. Bischof and Herrmann [5,6] demonstrated that the ANC and the MNH, as well as two other nuclei, show stronger activation in aroused animals. It is therefore plausible to presume that enhanced arousal, as it occurs in the social situation, may result in an enhanced stream of environmental information onto the ANC, and a more complex network may be required to handle this enhanced amount of information.

The decrease of spine density within MNH as a consequence of social experience and the increase due to isolation is more difficult to explain. A plausible idea may be that a social environment under normal circumstances (in the “socially reared” group) prevents an increase of the complexity of the neuronal network, which after 70 days of age may be induced by the same events which promote the responsiveness of both areas to social stimulation. This increase becomes obvious with isolation of the animal. In other words, there may be an instructive process being started in MNH after day 70, which is normally obscured by a selection process induced by the social environment. Our next experiment, exposing the isolated birds to a female for 1 week, supports this idea. It shows that a 1-week exposure to a female after isolation is sufficient to reduce the spine densities of MNH to values also obtained in socially reared animals. In this case, the instructive process started between days 70 and 80 is separated from the selective process, which is delayed due to the experimental design to the days 100–107. Our findings indicate that the changes within MNH are easiest explained within the “functional verification” theory developed by Hubel and Wiesel for the development of the visual cortex (see Section 1: Introduction). The similarity is even enhanced considering the results of our “second isolation” experiment: as in the visual cortex paradigm, the changes within MNH are not reversible. As yet, such selective processes have been found only in very few cases. Besides the studies concerning the development of the visual system [15], it has been shown in a song control nucleus of the mynah bird, occurring during the phase of learning of imitations [30], and in MNH of the chick as a consequence of acoustic imprinting [41]. Both processes, song learning and imprinting, are also very stable against further alterations, and they are also comparable in many other aspects to the phenomena of cortical development [2]. Because there is strong evidence that sexual imprinting occurs in exactly the situation we used in this study, namely the first exposure of a male to a female after reaching adulthood [8,23,24], we suppose that the reduction of spines within MNH is the anatomical manifestation of the imprinting process.
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